
Coats® has a long history of tire changing innovations. For years, our mantra has been "We’re 
Changing More Than Tires!" and for good reason. If we developed a faster or more ergonomic 
way to get the job done, we integrated that technology into our machines. Take a look at some 
of our innovations that have changed the industry.
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Rim Clamp® Tire Changers 
(Swing Arm)

STEEL CLAMP INSERTS (10)
(PN 8183604)

DUCKHEAD® MOUNT/DEMOUNT 
TOOL INSERTS (2)
(PN 8182961) 

MOTORCYCLE CLAMPS
(PN 81845744) 

Clamps specifically designed to handle 

motorcycle applications. 

PRODUCTIVITY

*Grip-Max® 2.0 clamp availability varies 
  depending on model.

POINT-OF-USE LIFT SYSTEM
(PN 85608609)

The Coats Point-Of-Use Lift System 

helps you elevate heavy tire and wheel 

assemblies up to tabletop height with 

minimal effort.

EL-X EXPRESS LANE® INFLATION SYSTEM
(PN 85607770) 

Eliminates the inflation process wait time 

on the tire changer resulting in faster bay 

turns and reduced customer wait times.

AUXILIARY BEAD SYSTEM (ABS)
(PN 85606545)

Taps directly into the tire changers surge 

tank and assists in seating virtually any 

tire assembly.

GRIP-MAX® PLUS 28" CLAMPS
(PN 85607986)

The Grip-Max® Plus 28" clamps, with 

integrated plastic protectors, provide a 

standard external clamping range of 16” 

up to 28", allowing the convenience of 

working on a multitude of tire assemblies. 

GRIP-MAX® 2.0 CLAMPS
(PN 85612106) 

Offers twice the slip resistance than the 

traditional clamps and built in rim protectors 

eliminate metal on metal contact.

WHEEL PROTECTION

GRIP-MAX® 2.0 GRIPS
(8) (PN 856102908)

(16) (PN 856102916)

LIFT TOOL SOCKS (10)
(PN 85000783) 

NYLON DUCKHEAD®                  

MOUNT/DEMOUNT TOOL
(PN 8183061)

PASTE LUBE BUCKET
(PN 8183710)

HIGH SPOKE DUCKHEAD®

MOUNT/DEMOUNT TOOL
(PN 8184432) 

STEEL DUCKHEAD®

MOUNT/DEMOUNT TOOL
(PN 8182753)

CONSUMABLES



RC Robo-Arm® helper device
Articulating assist arm that provides 
direct pressure to create a bead lock

Advantage:
  Allows technicians to effortlessly change 

difficult wheel applications, such as low 
profile and run-flat tires

  8" vertical stroke handles majority of OE 
applications
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Patented Robo-Arm® helper 
device
Assists in efficiently 
changing low-profile or 
run-flat tires

Advantage:
  Patented Robo-Arm® 

helper device, designed 
with 18" vertical stroke
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6"-24" external clamping capacity
Standard 3-position, steel 
clamps are easy to adjust 
allowing quick set up

Advantage:
  Service the widest array of 

applications without secondary 
adapters

  Allows the convenience of 
working on a multitude of tire 
and wheel assemblies
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X-Shaped tabletop bead sealing jets
Allows operator to quickly clamp wheel and seal loose tire beads

Advantage:
  X-Shaped tabletop holds wheel firmly in place during operation

  Four built-in bead sealing jets quickly seal tire beads
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RC-55 RIM CLAMP
®

 TIRE CHANGER
The Coats® RC Series Rim Clamp® tire changers are built 

for today's high-speed, general service repair shops. 

Building upon the standards of the legendary Coats Rim 

Clamp tire changer, the RC-55 will execute day after day.

60X RIM CLAMP
®

 TIRE CHANGER
The Coats® 60X tire changer is the ideal starting unit for 

all tire dealers. Built off of the industry leading X-Series® 

design, the 60X offers the capability to change even the 

most difficult applications. 

Hand-actuated bead loosener
Technician has point-of-
use controls, increasing 
productivity and reducing 
risk of wheel damage

Advantage:
  Full visibility when loosening 

beads, reducing risk of 
damage to tire, rim or TPMS 
sensor

  Better control and efficiency 
with power in, power out 
and hold function
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Single Point Sealer
Concentrates air flow to seal the beads more efficiently

Advantage:
One powerful, concentrated flow of air quickly seals tire beads

Reliable bead sealing design with fewer moving parts and hoses
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80X RIM CLAMP
®

 TIRE CHANGER 90X RIM CLAMP
®

 TIRE CHANGER
The Coats® 80X tire changers are built for today’s 

high-volume tire shops. Built on the X-Series® 

platform, the 80X handles any job easily, with the 

speed you expect from a swing arm tire changer.

Our most advanced X-Series tire changer provides 

the ultimate in ease of use and and the versatility  

for any application that rolls in. The 90X handles any 

job easily.

Also Includes:
Duckhead® mount/demount tool inserts (PN 8182961)
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OEM STANDARD

OEM RUN FLAT
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Will handle these types of tires Will handle, but needs accessories Not recommended

X-SERIES
®

RC SERIES
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Manual Bead Depressor Kit
(PN 85609077)

Assists in efficiently mounting and 
demounting low profile or run flat tires

Advantage:
  Maintains drop center and assists with 

bead lubing
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Also Includes:
High Spoke Duckhead® mount/demount tool (PN 8184432), Nylon Duckhead® mount/demount tool (PN 
8183061), Steel Duckhead® mount/demount tool (PN 8182753), Grip-Max® 2.0 Clamps (PN 85612106 ), 
Steel Clamps (PN 8184926), Storage cabinent (PN 85610105), Paste lube bucket (PN 8183710), Bracket 
and brush (PN 85009048), Booties: shovel (PN 8183602), Lift tool sock (PN 85000783), Patented Robo-
Arm® helper device, Single Point Sealer, Hand-actuated bead loosener

Also Includes:
High Spoke Duckhead® mount/demount tool (PN 8184432), Nylon Duckhead® mount/demount tool (PN 
8183061), Steel Duckhead® mount/demount tool (PN 8182753), Grip-Max® 2.0 Clamps (PN 85612106), 
Steel Clamps (PN 8184926), Storage cabinent (PN 85610105), Paste lube bucket (PN 8183710), Bracket 
and brush (PN 85009048), Booties: shovel (PN 8183602), Lift tool sock (PN 85000783), Patented Robo-
Arm® helper device, Single Point Sealer, Hand-actuated bead loosener

Also Includes: 
Nylon Duckhead® mount/demount tool (PN 8183061), Steel clamps (PN 8184926), Larger bead seating tower
 

RoboRollerTM powered assist
Prevents the bead from rolling 
back over the Duckhead® mount/
demount tool when mounting 
difficult tire assemblies

Advantage:
  Provides proper pressure points to 

ensure safe mounting 

  Beads can re-seat and tear without 
maintaining proper bead lock
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220V 2hp Electric Motor
Can power through tough assemblies 
from low profiles to trucks and off-road 
mud tires.

3 2-Speed 110V Electric Motor
Provides total control with the option 
to maximize shop efficiency based on 
application difficulty.
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RoboRollerTM powered assist
Prevents the bead from rolling 
back over the Duckhead® mount/
demount tool when mounting 
difficult tire assemblies

Advantage:
  Provides proper pressure points to 

ensure safe mounting 

  Beads can re-seat and tear without 
maintaining proper bead lock
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Leverless Duckhead® Mount/Demount Tool
 Acts as a traditional helper device

Advantage:
   Eliminates traditional tire tools that 

can mar the surface due to application 
difficulty
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